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You should get in the habit of reviewing your beneficiary designations regularly, and update 
them as needed. Life events such as a birth, death, marriage or divorce are good reminders 
to check on them. 

Any time you make changes to your will or trust, you may also need to make changes to your 
beneficiary designations. Updating the two at the same time will help you keep both current.  

Having a beneficiary is an important first step, but what happens if that person precedes you 
in death? Your assets would become part of your estate and distribution of those assets may 
be delayed if you don’t have a backup beneficiary named as well. 
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What you need to know about
Beneficiary Designations
When you think about estate planning, the first thing that may come to mind is your will or 
living trust. However, while these are valuable documents, they do not have any effect on the 
distribution of many of your important assets. Your beneficiary designations are the element 
that ultimately controls who receives these assets. To help you in deciding how to make 
these important decisions, following are a few points to consider:

(continued on page 2)

1 Update for life events.

2 Evaluate changes to wills and trusts.

3 Name contingent beneficiaries.

4 Avoid estate as beneficiary.
Naming your estate as beneficiary is always an option, but doing so will subject it to the 
time constraints and fees associated with probate. Additionally, if you have IRAs or qualified 
retirement plans, there may be adverse income tax consequences to such an arrangement.

The divisor declines as the client grows older, ensuring that the RMD will 
represent a larger portion of the client’s retirement accounts as time goes on.

You can calculate the RMD on paper by using the IRS worksheet at  
tinyurl.com/rmdcalc, or try the online version offered by FINRA at  
apps.finra.org/Calcs/1/RMD.

Even when a client is certain he has calculated the proper RMD amount, 
he might err on the side of caution by withdrawing a little more than the 
minimum requirement.

Take Out or Pay Up
continued from page 3

The good news is that clients with several different IRAs aren’t necessarily 
required to take a proportional amount out of each one, although they can.

Instead, account owners only need to make sure that they take enough from 
one or more of the accounts to meet the total RMD. This feature can not only 
simplify the process but also help the clients avoid selling investments that 
they would rather keep.

However, clients who are required to take an RMD from a defined contribution 
plan, such as a 401(k) or 403(b), have to calculate (and withdraw) an amount 
from each type of account, rather than aggregating them with any IRAs.

Pulling It Out

One RMD question seventy-something clients may ask is, “Can I convert it 
to a Roth IRA?”

No, you can’t convert it to a Roth IRA, but you can take a withdrawal that 
exceeds the RMD and convert that amount to a Roth IRA. Like the RMD, the 
excess amount will be subject to income taxes, but paying a little now may 
save a lot more later.

First, once the excess is transferred from the IRA to the Roth IRA, it won’t 
be figured in to the ever-rising share of the IRA that the RMD will comprise, 
nor will any earnings you are able to generate on the investments within the 
Roth IRA.

If you need money down the road, you can generally tap your Roth IRA 
without taxation, and without the withdrawn amount piled on top of their 
RMDs, Social Security, etc., potentially pushing you in to a higher income tax 
bracket than you would prefer to land.

But if you don’t need the money, there is no mandatory distribution age 
for Roth IRAs, and the funds can remain in the sheltered account until the 
owners pass away. Then, it becomes the beneficiaries’ money and problem.

Moving More to a Roth IRA

Source www.wealthmanagment.com, May 2014

Please give our office a call at 913.428.2233 to discuss your RMD Questions.
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Why 
Americans 
Won’t Buy 
Health 
Insurance
The deadline has just passed for 
the Affordable Care Act’s first ever 
enrollment period, and a significant 
number of people say they won’t 
participate. 

About 33% of Americans still 
plan to go uninsured, even though 
they’ll be fined. 

The high cost of insurance was the 
#1 reason why they’ll go without, 
cited by 41% of the uninsured. 

Another 17% won’t buy health 
insurance because they oppose 
the ACA. 

13% said they don’t need it 
because they are healthy.

Nearly 70% of the uninsured 
said they didn’t know about 
government subsidies for health 
care.  

The group most likely to go without 
insurance? Those age 30-49.

Source
bankrate.com

More Renters, 
Less Owners
64.8% of US families are 

homeowners as of 3/31/14, the 

lowest percentage in the 

country since 1995.

Source
Census Bureau

Beneficiary Designations
5 Use caution when naming a trust as a beneficiary.

Before naming a trust as the beneficiary for any of your assets, you should seek professional advise first. If your beneficiaries are minors or if you want to 
control access to funds, it could make sense to name a trust as a beneficiary. But special income tax considerations do apply if you decide to name a trust 
as a beneficiary. But special income tax considerations do apply if you decide to name a trust as beneficiary of an IRA, a qualified retirement plan, or an 
annuity, so it’s important you understand all the details involved. 

6 Designate charitable organizations as a beneficiary. 
You may be able to eliminate potential income and estate taxes associated with certain types of assets if you designate one or more of your favorite 
charities as a beneficiary, and you’ll have the satisfaction of knowing they will be used to support a good cause you believe in. 

7 Examine plan documents. 
If you have assets such as 401(k), 403(b) or other qualified retirement plans, you should know that they are governed by plan documents. Each one differs 
with regard to permissible distributions on the death of a plan participant, and in some cases greater flexibility may be given to a spousal beneficiary as 
opposed to a nonspouse beneficiary. 

8 Think about lump sum distributions. 
In some cases, assets with beneficiary designations pay out death benefits as one lump sum. As a result, you should decide whether or not you’re 
comfortable with your beneficiary receiving a lump sum, versus receiving monthly payments or having a rollover option. You should also factor inflation and 
taxes into your decision. 

9 Explore alternatives when changing jobs. 
A job change may affect the choices you have available to you with regard to beneficiary designations. When faced with such a change, you should explore 
various options, which may include rolling the assets into an IRA, moving them to your new employer, or leaving them with your old employer. 

10 Use disclaimers if necessary.
Mistakes regarding beneficiary designations often go undiscovered until after an account owner has died. Sometimes it’s possible to fix mistakes by using 
a disclaimer – a legal document that lets the named beneficiary refuse the asset. Because of the complex legal and tax issues involved, disclaimers should 
be made only after careful consultation with an attorney and CPA. 

Our firm does not give tax or legal advice. Please give our office a call at 913.428.2233 to discuss your beneficiary designations.
Source First Clearing, LLC, Member NYSE / SIPC, June 2014

Welcome to the New 
Larson Website
www.larsonfs.com

Take Out or Pay Up

There may be several advantages to wait 
to withdraw money from their retirement 
accounts—up to a certain point. When 
clients reach 70 ½, they’re subject to required 
minimum distributions from tax-deferred 
retirement accounts.

Generally speaking, owners of IRAs, SEPs, 
SARSEPs, and SIMPLEs have to begin taking 
withdrawals from these accounts no later than 
April 1 of the year after turning 70 ½.

Some 401(k) and 403(b) owners may still be 
able to delay taking withdrawals at this point, 
as long as you are still working, own less than 
5 percent of the employer running the plan, 
and the plan and IRS rules allow for the delay.

The April 1 deadline only applies to the year 
after you turn 70 ½. If you wait until that date 
to make your first RMD, you will have to take 
another one by Dec. 31 of the same calendar 
year—meaning two taxable distributions 
could occur in one tax year.

It may save you some tax money if you take a 
distribution in the year you turn 70 ½, and then 
another one during the next tax year.

The Rule

If retirement account owners don’t take at 
least the minimum amount required by the 
IRS by the relevant deadline, you could get hit 
with a penalty for as much as 50 percent of the 
required amount.

For instance, if your RMD for a particular 
year was $5,000 and you didn’t make the 
withdrawal, you could end up owing another 
$2,500 in penalties. Plus, you still have to take 
the $5,000 withdrawal and potentially pay 
taxes on it.

However, there may be a way for forgetful 
retirement account owners to avoid the 
penalty. They can file Form 5329 with the IRS, 
include a letter explaining that the negligence 
was due to a “reasonable” cause, document 
that proper measures have been taken, and 
hope for mercy.

Pay Attention, or Pay Up

The RMD amount is based on several factors, 
including the total of your retirement account 
balances as of the prior Dec. 31. For instance, 
a client with $500,000 in an IRA at the end of 
2013 would use that amount to determine the 
RMD for the 2014 tax year.

The next step is to divide that figure by 
a number established by the IRS, and 
corresponding to your age. There are two sets 
of tables: one for IRA owners whose spouse 
is the sole beneficiary of the IRA and is more 
than 10 years younger than the owner, and 
another for everybody else.

The latter table is obviously the one used 
most-often, so we’ll use that as an example. 
If the client with the $500,000 IRA is 70 years 
old, it would be divided by 27.4—the number 
established by the IRS. Therefore, his RMD is 
$500,000 divided by 27.4, or $18,248.

How Much?

Required Minimum Distributions (RMD’s) can 
mean more income, more taxes and more 
problems if not handled correctly.

(continued on back page)

What should
it be?
The top 10% of US 

taxpayers in 2011 (the 
latest year data is available)
paid 68.3% of all federal 

income tax paid in 2011.

Source
Internal Revenue Service

Booming 
Business
The production of crude oil 

in the United States in 2014 (on 
an annualized basis) is at its 

highest level since 1985 

and is up +61% from its low 

point in 2008.

Source
Energy Information Administration
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The good news is that clients with several different IRAs aren’t necessarily 
required to take a proportional amount out of each one, although they can.

Instead, account owners only need to make sure that they take enough from 
one or more of the accounts to meet the total RMD. This feature can not only 
simplify the process but also help the clients avoid selling investments that 
they would rather keep.

However, clients who are required to take an RMD from a defined contribution 
plan, such as a 401(k) or 403(b), have to calculate (and withdraw) an amount 
from each type of account, rather than aggregating them with any IRAs.
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for Roth IRAs, and the funds can remain in the sheltered account until the 
owners pass away. Then, it becomes the beneficiaries’ money and problem.

Moving More to a Roth IRA

Source www.wealthmanagment.com, May 2014
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